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Abstract - Voltage collapse is one of the main threats in power
system operation and it is a result of a very low voltage profile in
one or multiple areas in the power system network. Hence, the need
for proper coordination among transmission and generator operators to
maintain voltage stability if of paramount importance. In this paper,
the different voltage and reactive power operating guidelines and
criteria of various electric reliability councils, coordinating councils,
transmission system operators and other electric utilities are
discussed. Among these are NERC, ENTSO-E, WECC, PJM and
ERCOT. A comprehensive comparison is also made to the existing
Korean power system voltage reliability guidelines. Furthermore, this
paper presents a set of voltage and reactive power guidelines that
can help in determining voltage limits that can improve the reliability
of the Korean power system operation.

1. Introduction

The challenge of voltage stability has been one of the primary
focus of system operators and power system researches around the
world. Voltage instability and the resulting voltage collapse have
limited power transfers and posed significant threats in the reliability
of the affected power system network. Large interconnected power
systems are experiencing abnormally high and/or low voltages, which
is attributed to the increased loading of the transmission lines,
transfer of large power across long distances and insufficient local
reactive power supply. The respective reliability councils and
transmission system operators (TSOs) in United States and Europe
implement both standard formulations and tailor-fit methodologies in
determining the voltage limits for their areas of responsibility. V-Q
Analysis is mainly used by utilities but recently, dynamic simulations
have also been gradually acknowledged as a tool for planning and
operation studies [1].
Furthermore, voltage control can be decomposed in different levels

and can be separated into various classifications based on the time
response of the controllers and the strategy of each TSO.

2.  Current Voltage Reliability Guidelines

  2.1 Electric Reiability Councils
The area of responsibility of North American Electric Reliability

Corporation (NERC) spans from the continental United States,
Canada, and northern portion of Baja California, Mexico. NERC has
eighteen reliability assessments areas, those are Basin,
California-North, California-South, Desert Southwest Electric
Reliability Organization of Texas, Florida Reliability Coordinating
Council, ISO New England Inc., Mid-Continent Area Power Pool,
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator Inc., Northwest,
New York Independent System Operator, PJM Interconnection,
Rockies (ROCK), SERC-East, SERC-North, SERC-Southeast,
SERC-West, and Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity. Meanwhile,
TSOs from countries across Europe are coordinated by the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E). ENTSOE-E is the focal point for all technical, market
and policy issues relating to TSOs and the European network In
terms of authority, both the NERC and the ENTSO-E have the same
mandate to establish the operational standards and also to regulate
the practices in each responsibility area.

For the operating voltage criteria, the NERC Reliability Standards
does not define the voltage limit values. According to the NERC
VAR-001-04, the transmission operator shall be the one to specify
the voltage schedule, which could either be a range or a target value
with an associated tolerance band) for each service territory [2]. On
the other hand, the ENTSO-E standard (NC OPS Article 10.1), states
that for reference voltages below 110 kV the responsible TSO shall
agree with the applicable voltage ranges with the DSOs and
significant grid users. And for reference voltages of 110 kV and
above, ENTSO-E defines the voltage region for each area (Table 1)
[2].

  <Table 1> Voltage range of ENTSO-E standard for 
reference voltage 110-300 kV and 300-400 kV

ENTSO-E also specifies the reactive power range to maintain the
steady state operation at connection point of transmission connected
distribution networks and transmission connected demanded facilities.
There are two conditions for transmission connected demand facilities,
with onsite generator and without onsite generation. For the former
condition, the actual reactive power range specified by the relevant
TSO for importing reactive power shall no be wider than 0.9 to 1
power factor of their maximum import capability. For the latter
condition, the actual reactive power range specified by the relevant
TSO shall not be wider than 0.9 power factor of the larger of their
maximum import capability or maximum export capability in import
to 0.9 power factor of their maximum export capability in export.
And for transmission connected distribution networks, it has the same
reactive power range as transmission connected distribution networks
with onsite generation [3].

  2.2 Transmission System Operators
Electrical power is transmitted from generation plants to some
distribution networks over the electrical grid which is operated by
TSOs. TSOs in Europe should satisfy the voltage range that is
specified by ENTSO-E standard for each synchronous area as
provided by Table 2. One of these synchronous areas is Nordic,
which consists of some countries ie. Norway, Sweden, Finland and
Denmark. It means that the subsystems in those countries are
interconnected synchronously. According to the voltage range which
is already specified in the ENTSO-E network code as Nordic
synchronous area, the following are the voltage ranges operated by
each Norwegian and Swedish TSOs [4].
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Synchronous
Area

Voltage range (per unit)

Vbase =
100-300 kV

Vbase =
300-400 kV

Continental
Europe

0.90-1.05 0.90-1.118

Nordic 0.90-1.05 0.90-1.05

Great Britain 0.90-1.05 0.90-1.10

Ireland 0.90-1.05 0.90-1.118

Baltic 0.90-1.15 0.90-1.12
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<Table 2> Voltage range of Norwegian and Swedish 
Transmission System 

On the other hand, the reliability assessment areas of NERC are a
mixture of NERC reliability entities, entity sub-regions, regional
transmission organizations, and system operators. One of those is
PJM, and the following is the region's operating voltage criteria [5].

  <Table 3> Voltage range of PJM

3. Korean Power System

Currently, the reference voltage limits of the Korean power system
for 154 kV, 345 kV, and 765 kV voltage levels are defined in the
national grid code (Table 4).

 
<Table 4> Korean power system Voltage limits

4. Conclusion

Various reliability councils and TSOs implement their own
strategy of determining voltage limits in accordance to challenges
that is in inherent to each power system network. The Korean
power system has its own challenges especially the large power
transfer from most generation going into Seoul. An effective voltage
stability analysis is required to prevent a voltage instability and
voltage collapse from happening.
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Norwegian Swedish

Sub
station

Min
Voltage
(kV)

Normal
Operation

range

(kV)

Max
Voltage
(kV)

Sub
station

Min
Voltage
(kV)

Normal
Operation

range

(kV)

Max
Voltage
(kV)

Ritsem 395 400-415 420 Ofoten 400 400-415 425

Ajaure 230 245-255 260
Nedre
Rossaga

235 240-250 250

Jarpstro
-mmem

280 285-295 305 Nea 285 285-300 306

Bogvik 395 400-415 420 Hasle 380 410-415 430

Skogs-
sater

395 400-415 420 Halden 380 410-415 430

PJM

Nominal Voltage
(kV)

Operating Limits
(per unit)

34 0.92-1.10

69 0.95-1.05

115 0.95-1.05

138 0.95-1.05

161 0.95-1.05

230 0.95-1.05

345 0.95-1.05

500 1.00-1.10

765 0.95-1.05

Load level

154 kV 345 kV 765 kV

조정목표
유지범
위

조정목
표

유지범위 조정목표
유지범
위

중부하시
(평일
8~24시)

160
(+/- 4
kV)

154
(+/- 10
kV)

(353-17)
to(353+7)
kV)

345
(+/- 5 kV)

(765 =/-
20)
kV

765 =/-
5%

부하변동시
(평일
6~8시)

157
(+/- 4
kV)

경부하시
(평일
0~6시,
휴일)

158
(+/- 4
kV)


